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1. You reveal a lot about your class, writes Paul Fussell, of the amount of irritation or rage you feel when the subject is raised. People in the working class, he explains, generally don't mind thinking or talking about it, since they know there's little they can do to change their drive. And neither, really, will they, the upper
classes be perceived, for all their money, as weightless and effete, and middle class as slaves of the market, cogs in the bureaucracy, and generally abhorrent in its anxious gentility. 1Members of the upper class don't mind broaching the topic of class either, fussell says, since they know themselves to be at the top of the
system, certainly over the fight. No, it's the hardworking, hard-smelling middle class who feel annoyance. It is the middle class who do not accept their destiny and function, who believe in social mobility, who envy the style and security of the network rich on the one hand, and the claims of authenticity of those who earn
their hold by the sweat of their brows or by facing real danger, on the other. It is the middle class that is looked down on by both sides in return, and the middle class that grumbles or walks away, denying the class a role or a reality in American society, even if it studies, with great caution, the steps on the ladder. Fussell's
choice of word reveal is interesting. After all, what does it mean to have one's class revealed by one's feelings about class, feelings that, if they remain unprinted, constitute a revelation only for themselves? How could one not already know one's class? Is the class necessarily the subject of self-deception, revealed in the
way one's true personality is revealed by smart questionnaires (Are you afraid to love?) scored at the end of the magazine?2 And why be taken back by the possibility that others, either by observing the way you react to the very subject of the class or by observing your choices in clothing, language, leisure and so on ,
may have a way to identify the class regardless of your requirements to, or disavowals of, membership in any of them?3 There is something subversive, out of one's control, about class, and this is threatening. There is absolutely no position in which one can write about social class in America objectively, if (success on)
objectivity is measured by the reader's inability to identify the author's class or belief that the author has surpassed the entire system.4Over all these questions hang the only question: Why does class matter? One can see why health and wealth and power matter, but why the class, which is a category wrapped with
ideals of virtue and style, ideals that, in a polyglot democracy anyway, are many and different? Not class differences just devolve to good vs. bad, me (better) vs. you Most people are uncomfortable with researching (or is it exhuming?) the idea of social class, and perhaps more so today as income inequality in America
when new extremes and hordes of the newly rich thrown about for status-effective ways of spending or locking in their money. In England, peers are for sale even though the House of Lords is dismantled. But America has no aristocracy - at least not one based on ancient royal grants of land or monopolies. Americans as
a people are unusually obliged to believe that their society is a meritocracy in which a person's social drive (not to say income) is strongly correlated to the value of what he or she contributes to society and country. And yet we know that this correlation is weak, a half-truth at best, an ideal that is for its motivating effect.
Advantage preserves itself – who doesn't know? We know that for every self-made person, risen by his own efforts and ingenuity from sweeping floors to racing yachts, there are twenty others quietly enjoying lifestyles and positions that rely critically, if not entirely, on long-term family wealth and connections, on having
had a certain education, and that for every person who migrates from undergraduate or middle to upper class via schooling , profession or spouse, there are a thousand more who live right where they are, and a vanishing few who go the other way. Does the ladder stop class differences at Beacon Hill? Is class an all-or-
nothing affair, Groton-to-Harvard-to-Wall Street... or wasteland? not at all. Each state and city and city has its own old families and money elites. In every ghetto and country club, church and synagogue, boardroom, seminar room and shopping mall, the drama of showing superior natural status among one's nominal
peers plays out. Backgrounds are checked, styles rated – the class system in holographic miniature. Thorstein Veblen, who noted the proclivity of wealthy Americans for conspicuous consumption in the early 19th century, did not foresee the subtlety that the class game would come to be played in the late 20th, while
Karl Marx's description of class struggle as the engine of social evolution seems, since the Depression anyway, no longer to apply, has long since transmogrified into issues where the class is not mentioned : civil rights , feminism and the daily dust-ups between Republicans and Democrats over the finer points of
taxation, education, immigration policy and campaign finance reform (not to mention quarrels over, and on, the National Endowments for the Humanities and the Arts). No, the surest guide to the unspoken and yet powerful American class system is one's own experience of it, begins, says, in high school and goes on into
adulthood and any social occasion where money, influence and questions of taste are mixed the beginning of (social) time, high class has been associated with possession of significant wealth.6 But more than that, it is associated with the age of this wealth. Grandpa's money is better than dad's, and my great-
grandfather is better yet. Whitewashed by time, Old Money enters the social imagination not as something wrested from others, but as the natural property of its current owner, inherited as eye color or height or native ability, and delivers an uncanny gravitas to what inane (or brilliant) things the owner now proposes.
Interestingly, unlike the self-earned man—who is likely to hold the poor man responsible for his own poverty and who takes power when he takes power when he takes everything else—the one who has never had to work to live, but who nevertheless understands, and who understands by his own example that life is
unfair, attracts an enviable natural authority. This also issues from his trust, which is based on deep economic and social security. Such a person is more likely than the self-decoring girl to help the less fortunate; He is more likely to support public welfare, fund hospitals, churches and schools, and to act as the custodian
of life's Better Things with gifts to universities, museums, research institutions, orchestras, and to those who would create fine architecture for them. Arrogant? Maybe. But the alternative in this age of tax revolt is corporate sponsorship, which is more self-interested by far and has no class at all.74. Wealth that survives
generations is at least responsible management, but having class — and this is a favorite line of architects — is not the same as having money or material wealth, old or new. Class, high class, is a matter of good taste and refined behavior, both of which can be cultivated by anyone with some determination and moderate
financial means. Higher education is key, along with foreign travel (especially through Western Europe). These observations lie at the core of what architects believe in part because their entire profession is often framed as a helping one, a service; and although this is never said, the service offered by architects, as much
as anything, is to preserve or raise the class of its customers. If one's class was not proven by informed choices in the realm of cultural consumption and production, architects would lose much of what they are good for in society. They wanted to be engineers. Moreover, higher education and foreign travel are the two
ways architects who were not to the way born raise their own class, and therefore it is not uncommon for architects to invite certain new clients to join them on travel, or tactfully to offer them reading material.8In this democratic age, architectural firms serve a wide range of customers. And the class of architectural firms,
like the class of law firms, maps on the class of its large clients, from the Department of Corrections at the bottom, through suburban commercial developers in the middle, to urban cultural institutions and wealthy individuals at the top (again, the older and greater the wealth the better). The architecture world's star
system, known for the illness of teachers, owes its remarkable entrenchment at least as much to the star architects' lifelong commitment to, and success on, promoting their own class status and the hard work and design talent of their clients. And it is their class, as much as their ideas, that schools hope will rub off when
the stars visit for a review or lecture. In the world of practice, the choice of style is essential to project class: not only the style of one's self-presentation — the flashy, unsightly watch, glasses and suit, plus a simple strange sign of flair – but also the office's signature style. Here, for reasons we will look at, the more
singular and more save design, the more expensive, immaculately smaller, the better.9 At the other extreme, though, and equally effective at purveying/conveying class, catering to Old Money is felt commitment to maintaining America's cultural heritage. Dress? A little shabby, styles from the attic. Car? An indescribably
older model. Architectural passion? Historical preservation. In a way, some architects, modestly wealthy, protect or lift the class of their wealthier clients with the beat of a bespoke tailor — a word here, a wrinkle there — the impossibility of the results is a function of their long experience or nature reserve. Others protect
and lift the class of their customers with their own fame as the charismatic architect of other customers with class and good taste. Either way, and whether the minimalist or traditional path is taken, to be avoided at all costs, the middle, the Marketplace, is all too new or fashionable, something too colorful or interesting.
10Remable that one of modernism's great stylistic and rhetorical foundations (both in architecture and art) was in mocking the 19th-century European bourgeoisie. In this, the modern movement itself was a class trait, a self-promotion of architects and painters (and writers) away from the dreaded middle class, away from
their parents. Modernism as a style, especially in its miesian or abstract-expressionist or minimalist manifestations, fulfills its anti-bourgeois, kitsch-bashing function to this very postmodern day. In fact, turning again into an obsessive interest in their own means and methods (this is the hallmark of modernism, as T. J.
Clark shows in Farewell to an Idea) and horns of its once socialist impulses to liberate and enrich the lives of ordinary people, architectural modernism's theorism grows more snobbish and with each year that passes.11Architectural historians also play the game, addressing themselves to specific classes and class
ambitions, bestowing and undoing lineages, blessing and unblessing styles that fit the age. As actors themselves in architectural law, they take good care of the company they hold and the effect of their statements about their status. Contrast Vincent Scully to J. B. Jackson.The same can be said of famous architecture
critics.125. If the class of architects (and architectural firms) roughly corresponds to that of their typical clients, the class of architects as a group can be contrasted to construction workers and their workers and craftsmen as a group. In fact, the relationship between architects and builders, especially when a job is
underway, is bedeviled by class ill will - with class struggle for the client/lord's feelings and resources. Moreover, the same differences shadow the relationship between architects and their consulting engineers, and between out-of-town design firms and local manufacturing companies. In most such contexts, the (design)
architect is perceived by the local architect, contractor and workers as dandy, the pretender, the one who will not get his hands dirty, who does not understand how things work. In the minds of owners and builders in particular (representing the landowning class and working class respectively, regardless of their actual
bank balances), the architect lies in the saddle-low middle between them: abhorrent in its anxious gentility, as Paul Fussell would put it, grateful for the chance to be creative, and yet committed everywhere to represent the owner's interests. Architects resist these social perceptions, of course, and it's interesting to see
how they do it. First, they cast themselves as princely coordinators for the entire enterprise, approached by supplicant clients who, without them, could not turn their characterless dollars into glorious property or places of charm, imposed by builders who, without their detailed instruction, would be helpless to continue, and
solve all problems that might emerge in the light of a larger and more comprehensive vision. Secondly, architects find many others to look down on: buyers of tract mansions, people who have not been to Lugano, skinflint customers, builders who do not read plans (in fact all builders), etc., etc.13Within the architect's
office, too, a similar set of status differences hold, and these only roughly track wages and experience. Design partners can top business partners more often than not, but partners who handle technical conditions or in-house employee issues regularly come second or third. Designers lord it over project managers, and
both look down on specifications writers, while model-builders and CAD jockeys spar over who has the future in their hands, as are the real artists. On the construction site, a powerful hierarchy of trades achieves, with carpenters being better than carpenters, construction workers better than plate rockers, electricians
better than plumbers, concrete teams and steel setters better than excavators and shorers, anyone operating a machine better than anyone who uses their (gloved) hands, dry work beat wet work,14 indoor work struck outdoors, beat union non-union, and so on.156. One searches for some reason in, and for some reason
for this eternal scrimmage of natural privilege. Would the world be better off somewhere without a caste or class? Would that be fairer? Against the democratic impulse to say yes!, one must at least consider the possibility that it may not, that the social game class, and the complex pursuit of it, serves some greater
purpose and some general benefits. Aren't there other games — the marketplace to name one policy to name another — that vivify and organize us? And would the more ardent pursuit of higher class, to the extent that it is not identical to money or power, not be an improvement over the pursuit of money or power
alone? What is class? And how can one with good conscience, and against cries of injustice! and elitism!, admire and wish it for themselves? The need to bring this complex subject quickly back to architecture requires me to outline what can be elaborated in length. Social stratification along class lines has been a
universal human civilization. For the ancient Greeks, our cultural ancestors, high class were associated with the age, or excellence, persecuted, and accomplished.16 To hold on to class as a feasible modern concept, one only needs to let the idea of excellence (continue to) break free of notions of race, creed, wealth,
education, or childbirth—factors the Greeks long thought were necessary if not sufficient for the , not only in the eyes of the law (the first and fourteenth Amendments, the Civil Rights Act., et al.,), but also in our hearts and minds. What does this go on for social class to be about? It leaves virtues. (In fact, arete in some
translations means virtue.) It leaves the ideal of exemplifying these virtues, and it leaves open faith, begun with the ancient sophists, that virtues can be taught to and cultivated by anyone who uses him or himself for the project. Such were the bases of humanism. We hit the main problem immediately: There are many
virtues, and no individual can exemplify them all. Moreover, many of the virtues are contradictory (tact and righteousness, for example), making their deployment circumstantial and subject to the application of yet another virtue, wisdom.17 And then there are cultural and religious traditions that disagree on which of the
virtues are more virtuous – to own. All these traditions must solve the common problem of how to instill the willingness to apply oneself to be virtuous in the first place. Consider some of the many virtues: moderation, indulgence, forgiveness, hope, faith, optimism; kindness, hospitality, charity; piety, compassion, courage,
creativity, wisdom, ingenuity, skill, power; prudence, fairness, honesty, and discretion. Or think of these pairs of more circumstantial virtues, each half of which seems to have its time and place: caution/ bold, extravagance/thrift, insistence/acceptance, reverence/irreverence, obedience/rebellion, cooperation/competition,
humility/pride, fairness/mercy, realism/idealism, skepticism/belief, chastity/profligacy, commonness/gentility, power/gentleness, formality/casualty, passion(aeness)/reason(ableness), and so on. My suggestions are two. First, that the social classes, as individuals, specialize in maintaining and exemplifying certain virtues
over others. They are already doing it, and should: such is the complexity of the task. And second, that all virtues are necessary, performing in concert and in toto, for a society—and that means that the individuals in it—should thrive. None of the proposals are new. The economist Dierdre McCloskey has argued
eloquently that the middle class, bourgeois virtues such as thrift, prudence, concern, devotion, reliability and so on get a brief rift in popular culture, although the exercise of these virtues is essential to the economy.18 Nelson Aldrich Jr., makes a similar point, as opposed to Old Money (believe in) the guardianship of such
virtues as loyalty, truth-telling, sportsmanship, modesty, generosity and gratitude toward the virtues of entrepreneur Market Man - that is, industry, single-mindedness, energy, tenacity, vigilance and intellectual courage to meet facts and calculate the risks and benefits ... - which are decidedly middle- or upper middle
class, but not a whit less necessary or admirable.19 The lower classes fight for their own virtues too, and these overlap in interesting ways with the upper class: against (gravel), loyalty , honor, charity, pure trade, patience, amity, and so on. The point is more universal yet. There are virtues that suit soldiers, to merchants,
to clerics, farmers, athletes, philosophers, statesmen and craftsmen. Jane Jacobs, in Systems of Survival (1992), makes much of this point. All virtues are unnatural in as much as they demand anything from us beyond what we would do only to follow our instincts, but no virtue taken to an extreme remains one:
Moderation is called for, as Aristotle pointed out in Nicomachean Ethics. And just like all good roles in a society must be filled if it is to work, then all their different and associated virtues are worthy of respect, cultivation and reward. is not a person's privilege, nor for any social class, professional group or style. The virtues
group themselves, as it were, in perhaps a hundred joint elections of three or four or five; and class accrues to everyone, regardless of income, educational level or family background that succeeds in exemplifying such a group richly while failing in none of the others. I think this is wisdom about virtues. As far as it goes.
For there is even a virtue that, like wisdom and moderation, is anything but conditioned to place well and yet problematic in its application: deliberate suppression of any show of distress.20 This virtue both sets up and plays havoc with verticality that lies in social status. For it is simply easier for people born into money
and/or who grow up around helping, connected, wealthy and educated family members not to feel needy in the first place, and harder for people born into poverty, ignorance or neglect neither to feel need nor somewhere express it. Consider the exceptions: Richie Riches endlessly dissatisfied and self-pitying on the one
hand, and people who have nothing yet are stoic and calm on the other. The latter has class, the former does not – no matter how refined their taste in food or art. Both types of people strike us deeply when we meet them precisely because they are reversals of expectation. Now the deliberate suppression of any show of
distress is a virtue attached to, but not the same as pride, which, when a virtue rather than a vice, implies suitably high self-respect. It's something else. Accompanied by a normal amount of tolerance and good will, one can call it nobility. The risk of seeking nobility— at least by this definition of it — is unfortunately to
succumb to the vice of pretention, which is what happens when the sign of nobility becomes an aesthetic—a style—that masks deficits in other virtues or excellence in non-upper-class virtues, such as thrift, and when the need most denied is also the most serious: the need for class height itself.7. Now let's go back to
architecture. Try this experiment. Sit down for a design review at an architecture school and close your eyes. Listen carefully to the terms used in praise or criticism of the work presented. You will find that most of the terms used are virtues (or vices) more appropriate for people than to buildings: The design is (or not)
honest, strong, respectful, critical, graceful, sensitive, interesting, careful; has integrity, is not wasteful, is exciting, welcoming, bold, challenging, practical... Call it literary personification; call it criticism of the student's character, dress or body through his work. The point is that certain virtues are established and judged—



as present, questionable, or deficient—and that the very range of issues and virtues suggested by the student, of his or her interlocutors in response, have significant class resonances.21Supples, though, that the assumption of superiority of a class (of virtues) over the others can be set aside on the enlightened belief
that all virtues are worthy of respect, cultivation, and reward. This would still leave open the nobility question. How does this manifest itself? Beyond expressing tolerance and good will, classy students—classy architects—who present their work, will be careful to act as if all their needs had already been met. They will not
need permits or compliments, assurances, money or agreement — certainly not in any serious need. Any hint of self-pity would be expelled. But the power of this needy virtue (real or dissembled) goes deeper into the fabric and history of architecture than this or the architect's way with customers. It goes to the very
nature of the design and the architect's choice of style. What do I mean?8. Think of miesian modernism again. What exemplified Farnsworth House, or its later emulation of Philip Johnson in New Canaan,, if not the class-empirical transcendence of common human needs for thermal comfort and visual and acoustic
privacy? These were shown to be visible—that is, reprehensible—by pure power of character. Thus, Illinois and Connecticut were converted into Eden by pure class power. These simple glass boxes were tours de force over the fussy, Old Money mansions and their clubby comfortable furniture- they were class coup
d'etat. Both of these buildings fail completely as models of architecture in general, of course, which would not be a problem if this was not exactly as they were proposed by their architects and taken by the architectural press. That is, they failed as models of architecture in general in every way, but one: as demonstrations
of how to raise their class through (a) hiring a high-style architect, and (b) building in a style that spurred needs and masked thrift. When real needs are spurred rather than satisfied, and especially when they are spurred out of a strategic need to avoid the display of distress, the results can only buckle on, not achieve,
nobility. Not only can the psychic toll be significant, but the whole strategy is eminently cooptable of those whose real interests are economic.22I art, roughly the same dynamics had held since around 1910. Only the proletariat needed paintings depicting people and scenes of verisimilitude, narrative and moral uplift (if it
could be said that they needed paintings at all). The middle class, which ever strives to be upper, could accept reasonable and impressionistic versions of this, replacing morality with romantic aesthetic lift (fields, flowers, peasant virgins); but the upper middle classes of the art world, who want to show that their all
practical and practical the need was met, was soon convinced to admire something more than paint-on-canvas that was about painting on canvas.23See around on the state of our architectural culture in the year 2000. The dominant strategy of class superiority remains associated with the ascetic/minimalist/modernist
program of emergency denial, with all sensuality, all the richness, all tradition, all the need for physical and psychological comfort surrendered to the unadulterated need for art-world prestige, and sublimated to reading/writing about the extremely subtle charms of raw concrete and transparent glass, tall empty spaces and
lights. Most artists don't have it. They have long since moved to more complex emotional territory. Most Americans don't have it either, if for different reasons. The question is, do you care? Care?
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